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AIM
To raise student attainment and strengthen their independent study skills through the setting of home learning tasks.
CORE BELIEFS
1) We at Thamesmead recognise that home learning is an essential part of a well-rounded curriculum. Home
learning enhances, reinforces and broadens student learning and improves achievement.
2) Home learning can also develop independent study skills, giving students greater responsibility for their own
learning, as well as strengthen their ability to organize and manage their own learning beyond the classroom.
3) We believe that home learning is vital to all students’ learning and students of varying abilities and needs should
be given the opportunity to benefit from it.
SHARED PRINCIPLES
All forms of home learning must:
A. impact positively on the outcomes for students;
B. be a regular and sustained tool for aiding student progress;
C. be set in a timely manner with a deadline that can be realistically met by all students;
D. be regularly monitored by teachers, with feedback given in a timely manner;
E. be differentiated to aid the progress of, and be accessible to, students of all abilities and needs.

TIMING GUIDELINES
Timing guidelines support students to complete the planned for work appropriately. The guidelines below are
maximum thresholds that teachers should seek not to exceed and must consider carefully before setting tasks.
However there are important considerations. Firstly, at certain times, for example during in the lead up to
assessments and public exams, students may need to exceed these timings to ensure they prepare adequately to reach
their potential. Secondly, teachers should not see this as a target to fill each week, but a guideline for the amount of
work students will do outside of class over an extended period. Teachers should feel free to run a project or have longer
tasks over a number of weeks so long as the total time spent does not exceed these guidelines. Equally over holidays
teachers should feel able to set work to ensure students consolidate and prepare effectively.
Year
7
8
9
10 (GCSE)
11(GCSE)

Minutes per subject, per
week (max)
30 mins
35 mins
45 mins
1 hour
1 hour

Total minutes per week per student
(approx.)
6 hours
7 hours
9 hours
11 hours
11 hours

SHOW MY HOMEWORK AND HOMEWORK SETTING
The school has invested in the Show My Homework platform to make the setting, monitoring and
feedback of home learning more efficient. All home learning activities for all subjects must be set on
Show My Homework regardless of the level of complexity or resourcing. This will enable staff, parents
and students to accurately manage home learning.
Teachers must set home learning with a minimum of 1 week to complete. One of the most common complaints
from students about home learning comes when work is set for two days later or simply stated in class and not written
down or carefully considered.
If a home learning task is not put on Show My Homework or set with a 1 week deadline, teachers will not be able
to set sanctions for lack of completion.
Each student can access their own user area using their Office 365 login but also a general school user area that
outlines all home learning tasks: https://thamesmead.showmyhomework.co.uk/school/homeworks/calendar

COMPLETION OF HOME LEARNING
Staff are expected as a minimum to visually check and comment on the effort and presentation either in class or
by collecting it after class to give feedback when it is returned to students. Staff can choose whether more detailed peer
or teacher written feedback is appropriate or if feedback on home learning can be incorporated into other tasks – for
example feedback on an assessed piece of work may include comments on the quality of revision materials.
Students must take responsibility in advance of deadlines to ensure they seek clarification or support if they
have any misunderstandings. This will mean students should check they can do the work well in advance of the due
date. Subject teachers should remind students of this responsibility when setting home learning. Failure to complete
home learning or to complete it to the required standard will result in a detention, set by the Subject Teacher, unless
special dispensation needs to be given. This will be 30 minutes for year 7 and 60 minutes for years 8-11. Teachers will
log this via SIMS and parents will be informed via The Parent Portal.
This may not always be practical given the need for teaching to be flexible but if possible staff may want to
outline the home learning calendar, deadlines and headline topics for the upcoming half term. This information need
only be brief but may help students to plan their time and is an option worth considering.
Week 1
Create Cornell
Notes on topic A
&B
90 mins
Due 20th Jan

Week 2
Memorise
Cornell Notes on
topic A & B
Complete quiz
30 mins

Week 3
Week 4
Create flip cards on X, Y & Z topics

Week 5
Memorise flip
cards on X, Y & Z
topics

Week 6
Complete end of
half term quiz
on A, B, X, Y & Z

120 mins
Due 10th Feb

60 mins

60 mins
Due: 28th Feb

EFFECTIVE PRACTICE
Research shows that home learning is most effective when ‘short and focused’ or the result of a ‘specific target
connected with a particular element of learning’ (Education Endowment Fund T&L Toolkit: 2017). Evidence also suggests
that work done at home should be planned clearly, rather than be an add-on or even a routine set to fit a timetable.
The key for teachers is to think carefully about how the work set will extend the learning done in normal school time.
Tasks that are too general or lack specific guidance or examples are likely to have little impact.
Home learning has the greatest impact when accompanied by clear guidance on content and presentation, with
the purpose regularly explained, especially as you are asking students to work in what they perceive to be their own
time. It should be challenging for all levels and accompanied by feedback on effort and/or content.
With this in mind, some of the most impactful activities include:
 Memorization, summarisation and elaboration tasks to consolidate and improve retention of prior learning
done in class. E.g. structured and evidenced revision notes, quizzing, multiple choice questions, summary…
 Completing past exam papers and exam style questions. E.g. short answer questions, planning and writing
longer questions, self-assessing against a mark scheme.
 Redrafting and improvement tasks addressing specific targets from feedback, self-assessment or models.
 Preparatory work or learning for subsequent lessons or assignments. E.g. flipped learning, presentations,
research, vocabulary learning.
 Structured and relevant written tasks that consolidate learning to help students achieve greater mastery. E.g.
worksheets, exam-style questions, MyMaths, Hegarty Maths SAMLearning
 Consolidating and practising skills. E.g. musical instruments, drawing skills, model-making etc.
Given that retention of knowledge and skills taught in class is a central purpose of home learning the next pages include
up-to-date advice for students on how to consolidate and recall effectively. Teachers should assimilate these ideas and
endeavour to ensure their home learning use these approaches, which have been proven to be the most beneficial.

Revision methods
Read, Cover,
Write, Check

This is useful for memorizing contextual information, quotations, stock responses, sentence starters or short
thesis statements about characters / themes.
1. READ the quotation / statements and all of your points of analysis carefully. Commit all of this
information to memory as best you can. (3 minutes)
2. COVER the information.
3. RE-WRITE the information in as much detail as possible. Can you write it in a different format e.g. as a list
or in full sentences? Challenge: develop the points you have made in even further detail, offering more
thoughtful interpretations (5 mins)
4. CHECK your original quotation and annotations. Compare your rewritten work to the original. Have
you missed anything out? Add this to your rewritten work. (2 mins)

Practice
testing

With strict timings, practise a range of the exam questions your teachers have given you.
1. Review the mark schemes first to remind yourself what is required.
2. Ensure you plan your responses appropriately.
3. Ensure your written responses are clearly expressed and impressively thoughtful.
4. Once you have finished, self-assess your work using a mark scheme.
5. Even better: redraft and improve your work to the highest standard you can.

Revision
clock

A way of revising which can break a topic
down into 12 sub-categories (a text, contextual
information linked to text, sentence starters, stock
responses, key quotations?)
1.
2.
3.

Elaboration

Make notes in each chunk of the clock
Revise each slot for 5 minutes
Turn the clock over and recite back or
rewrite certain sections of the clock.
'e.g. what was in section 2-3?’

This method asking yourself why something is the way it is or a particular concept or fact is true, and
providing the answer.
Activity:
1. Create / buy a set of cue cards. On one side of each cue card, write a thesis statement linked to the
text you are revising.
2. On the other side of your cue card, you must elaborate upon your thesis statement by explaining
WHY it is true.
3. You need a wide range of reasons and points that support your thesis statement.
4. You should include mini-quotations.
5. Actively read these supporting points, turn them over and try to rewrite them / recall them
accurately.
How to write thesis statement:
a) Answer the question (generally: Why did the writer create and use that character or theme?)
b) Revise your answer, developing ideas.
c) Focus with examples or references.
d) Develop a more insightful and nuanced argument.

Transforming
notes

Use your preferred method of revision. However, during the ‘recall’ stage of your revision, you must
transform the information you rewrite into a different form.
For example: You may have written your original notes as bullet points. During the ‘recall’ stage, you must
rewrite your notes as a mind map. Review your original notes after you have finished recalling to check for
accuracy.
The idea is by transforming your knowledge, you have to keep asking ‘why’ – why does that item link with
another item on a mind map, why should that part be in the drawing, etc, and therefore you strengthen your
understanding of the topic.

Interleaving
topics

Spacing occurs when multiple study sessions are spaced apart. The opposite of this is ‘massed’ practice.
Research shows that spaced practice improves learning.

Interleaving occurs when we mix up
different questions, processes and topics.
The opposite of this is ‘blocked’ practice.
Activity 1:
1. Using your preferred revision
technique, revise one topic. (30
mins)
2. Revise a second topic. (30 mins)
3. Recall / rewrite everything you can
remember about the first topic. (10
mins)
4. Recall / rewrite everything you can
remember about the second topic.
(10 mins)
5. Check your original notes and compare your rewrites for accuracy. Add any changes needed. (10 mins)
Activity 2:
1. Create a revision timetable in which you interleave topics. E.g. you may revise An Inspector Calls one
evening and Unseen Poetry the next.
2. During each revision session, schedule 5 – 10 minutes ‘recall time’ where you recall as much about the
previous topic as you can. This will help you actively review the information you revised from the
previous session.
E.g.
Monday evening
An Inspector Calls
( 1 hour)
Character thesis
statements
Supporting points +
CONTEXT
Embedded quotations
+ analysis

Tuesday evening
10 minute review
An Inspector Calls
5 minutes: Check review notes
and compare to yesterday’s notes
for accuracy

Wednesday evening
10 minute review
Macbeth
5 minutes: Check review notes and
compare to yesterday’s notes for
accuracy

Macbeth ( 1 hour)
Character thesis statements
Supporting points + CONTEXT
Embedded quotations + analysis

Conflict and Power poetry (1 hour)
Language, form, structure and context
for 4 poems – linked by theme of
nature.

Even better: Create larger gaps of time between the revision and review stage to strengthen your memory
recall. Checking your notes for accuracy after the review stage is crucial for this activity.
Dual coding

Dual coding is the process of combining verbal materials with visual materials. There are many ways to
visually represent material, such as with infographics,
timelines, cartoon strips, diagrams, and graphic
organizers.
When you have the same information in two formats words and visuals - it gives you two ways of remembering
the information later on. Combining these visuals
with words is an effective way to study.
Activity:
1. For each of the points you make about character
/ theme / context, create a visual symbol or print one off.
2. Write / explicitly consider the many links between your image and the idea it represents.
E.g. A) The speaker from My Last Duchess can be represented by an image of handcuffs because he
attempts to restrain and control the Duchess. B) He also restrains himself from conveying his genuine
thoughts and feelings to his new audience. C) Like a convict in handcuffs, his anger may manifest itself in
violence.
3. Cover up your notes, leaving only the image.
4. Recall / rewrite as many of your notes as you can.
5. Review your original notes. Compare your rewritten work to the original. Have you missed
anything out? Add to your rewritten notes.

Outlined on the next pages is how each individual subject/curriculum area will ensure
that Thamesmead’s core beliefs and shared principles, in regards to home learning, are
met.

Subject: Art & Design

KS3
Generally, what are the
most common types of
activity students are
expected to do in your
subject area?




Researching themes / artists / ideas
Drawing / observational drawing

What should teachers
expect to see students
produce as evidence of
explicit skills and
knowledge being
developed and improved?




Finishing classwork
Evaluating own work and work of
others
Researching / gathering images
All sketchbook pages and work
presented in sketchbooks should be to
the highest standard of presentation.

Please comment on:
 Format/style of work
 Expected depth/detail
 Key content and
vocabulary included
 Presentational quality
Where will the completed
home learning be found?




What differentiation will
students and parents see
in order to stretch and
support students of
varying ability?

















How will home learning be
checked and feedback be
given?

KS4











In sketchbooks and integrated into
classwork tasks.
These may be explicit (for standalone
tasks) or integrated into classwork if
relevant.
Home learning will be checked during
the following lesson or when
sketchbooks are handed in.
Verbal feedback
Peer feedback
Self-feedback against criteria
Written feedback
Students will be offered challenge and
extension tasks, developing skills
further using a different media.
Students may be given additional inclass support or simplified tasks.

Study drawings
Observational drawings
Taking photographs
Completing artist / artwork research
Writing analysis and annotations
Completing improvements to
coursework based on various forms of
feedback
Research / investigating ideas and
themes visually from primary and
secondary sources.
Detailed written artist / artwork
analysis
All work completed is coursework and
must adhere to the highest standard of
presentation.
Illegible handwriting must be typed.




In sketchbooks (coursework)
On paper to be mounted into
sketchbooks






Verbal feedback
Peer feedback
Self-feedback against criteria
Written feedback



Students will be offered challenge and
extension tasks, developing skills
further using a different media.
Students may be given additional inclass support or simplified tasks.



Subject: Computer Science

KS3
Generally, what are the
most common types of
activity students are
expected to do in your
subject area?

-

-

-

What should teachers
expect to see students
produce as evidence of
explicit skills and
knowledge being
developed and improved?
Please comment on:
 Format/style of work
 Expected depth/detail
 Key content and
vocabulary included
 Presentational quality
Where will the completed
home learning be found?

-

-

How will home learning be
checked and feedback be
given?

-

What differentiation will
students and parents see
in order to stretch and
support students of
varying ability?

-

-

KS4

Sam learning set tasks
Hand written or typed notes with
illustrations and examples followed
by a summary
Presentations or Coded programs
saved in a digital file format
Posters, information leaflets,
revision notes and activities
Worksheets either to consolidate
learning or used as flip learning,
sometimes based on video learning
from YouTube channels
Code.org, codeacademy.com, BBC
Bitesize and codeclub.com tasks and
activities

-

Completed questions, quizzes and
tasks from SAM learning
Hand written or typed notes pages
with examples
Completed worksheets or questions

-

Saved digitally by the teacher in a
shared location
Paper copies in class folders
Electronic copies on the SAM
learning website
SAM learning self assessment
Digitally marked work with either
voice or key criteria feedback from
the 10 second marking App
Hand written notes for feedback on
paper submissions
Visually checked in lessons with
verbal feedback
Personalised learning tasks based on
ability and areas of improvement
identified.
Extension questions and activities on
worksheets

-

-

-

-

-

-

Sam learning set tasks
Hand written or typed notes with
illustrations and examples followed by a
summary
Coded programs saved in a digital file
format
Worksheets, sometimes based on video
learning from YouTube channels
Detailed revision notes and practice
exam questions
Activities and challenges from the online
active learn book
Collaborative working on google docs or
office365
codeacademy.com,
revisecomputerscience.com,
computing101, BBC Bitesize and
codeclub.com tasks and activities
Python program files
Hand written and/or typed revision
notes
Completed worksheets
Digital files
Printed evidence of completed work
from websites

Electronic files saved on
teacher/students accounts
Printed work in the back of the GCSE
folders
Visually checked in lessons with verbal
feedback
Assessments based on revision notes
taken.
Comments on files for programmed
tasks
Digitally checked and marked through
the 10 Second marking App
Skelton structure for programming tasks
where needed, sometimes
differentiated by task selection
Extension questions on worksheets
Challenge questions from active learn
Personalised learning tasks based on
ability and areas of improvement
identified

Subject: Drama

KS3
Generally, what are the
most common types of
activity students are
expected to do in your
subject area?





Analyse and evaluate rehearsals and
performances completed in class
Learn lines
Complete Outstanding Learner tasks
(optional)

KS4












What should teachers
expect to see students
produce as evidence of
explicit skills and
knowledge being
developed and improved?
Please comment on:
 Format/style of work
 Expected depth/detail
 Key content and
vocabulary included
 Presentational quality

Where will the completed
home learning be found?












How will home learning be
checked and feedback be
given?






What differentiation will
students and parents see
in order to stretch and
support students of
varying ability?







Writing lesson log book entries
Research
Learning vocabulary (from glossary)
Exam style questions
Consolidating and practising/rehearsing
skills
Long answer questions planning and
writing
Self-assessing against a mark scheme
Writing scripts
Revision tasks
Synopsis of play/s
Learning lines

Written document – hand written or
typed. On A4 paper.
Include keywords and subject
specific vocabulary.
Analyse how work has been created
and justify with examples.
Evaluate own work.
Evaluate the work of others.
Meet word count as directed per
year group.
Spiral curriculum means that key
techniques are regularly revised and
knowledge tested to check
retention. Teachers look for
subsequent HL to show
improvement linked to feedback.











Log book up to date with detailed
information on lessons and rehearsals.
Lines learnt
Research gathered in note form or
PowerPoint presentation
All work typed or hand written
Date on all log book entries
Mind maps/diagrams
Use of key topic vocabulary
Use of subject specific vocabulary
Scripts
Practice papers and questions

On paper. Kept in files in Drama
Office – in class groups.
(Or with teacher when based in
another department)




Log books
Student files – Drama Studio

Comment sheets are attached to
each piece of written work. These
contain success criteria and targets
(highlighted for each student)
Targets are transferred to planner
for continuity.
Targets are acted upon on
subsequent HL.




Feedback and targets in log books
Feedback and targets on draft
coursework
Self- marking against criteria
Feedback sheets
Verbal feedback
Peer marking

Question sheets with 8-10 targeted
questions to support SEN students
Sentence stem sheet to help
formulate content.
‘DETAILS’ mnemonic in planner
which acts as tick list.
Varying word length expectations.
Differentiated marking criteria.


















‘DETAILS’ mnemonic sheet to use as
reference.
Glossary of subject specific vocabulary
Exam board mark scheme
Exam board tick list for specific units
Teacher feedback
Mixed groupings
Specific play text choices

Subject: Design and Technology

Generally, what are
the most common
types of activity
students are expected
to do in your subject
area?

KS3

KS4

Researching information
 Sourcing, selecting and printing text and pictures.
Completing assessment tasks
 Research analysis
Analysis of pictures or text, giving opinions,
descriptions and explanations
 Designing
Sketching, modelling, annotating and using CAD
to print out ideas.
 Evaluating
Reflecting on previous work, explaining
opinions and offering ways to improve.
Answering questions on theory
 Completing sheets that refer to lesson materials.
 Answering questions relating to flipped learning
topics.
Revision tasks
 Writing keyword and meaning lists
 Completing practice questions
 Writing revision mind maps

Researching information
 Sourcing, selecting and printing text and pictures.
Completing assessment tasks
 Research analysis
Analysis of pictures or text, giving opinions,
descriptions and explanations
 Designing
Sketching, modelling, annotating and using CAD to
print out ideas.
 Evaluating
Reflecting on previous work, explaining opinions
and offering ways to improve.
Answering questions on theory
 Completing sheets that refer to lesson materials.
 Answering questions relating to flipped learning
topics.
Revision tasks
 Writing keyword and meaning lists
 Completing practice questions
Writing revision mind maps

What should teachers  All work should be produced in the exercise book
and labelled as HL in the margin.
expect to see students
produce as evidence of  Research assessment tasks that are writing based
should be in full sentences and paragraphs.
explicit skills and
Pictures and information may be annotated as
knowledge being
single words where appropriate.
developed and

Design assessment tasks should be clearly
improved?
illustrated and should be annotated when
necessary to explain the design intentions. Models
Please comment on:
should be precisely marked and constructed and
 Format/style of work
annotation may be required to explain the thought
 Expected
process during construction.
depth/detail
 Evaluation work should be written in full
 Key content and
paragraphs, reflecting and suggesting
vocabulary included
improvements making efforts to explain the points
 Presentational
that are made.
quality
 Questions should be copied out, stuck in or
answers will be in full sentences where
appropriate.
Where will the
completed home
learning be found?



How will home
learning be checked
and feedback be
given?









What differentiation
will students and
parents see in order to
stretch and support
students of varying
ability?





 All work should be produced in the exercise book and
labelled as HL in the margin.
 Research assessment tasks that are writing based
should be in full sentences and paragraphs. Pictures
and information may be annotated as single words
where appropriate.
 Design assessment tasks should be clearly illustrated
and should be annotated when necessary to explain
the design intentions. Models should be precisely
marked and constructed and annotation may be
required to explain the thought process during
construction.
 Evaluation work should be written in full paragraphs,
reflecting and suggesting improvements making efforts
to explain the points that are made.
 Questions should be copied out, stuck in or answers
will be in full sentences where appropriate.
 More depth and detailed answers explaining why.
 - Knowledge of keywords (food science, examples/
technical terminology for DT).
In the student exercise book labelled with
 In the student exercise book.
Home learning.
 Printed sheets.
Printed sheets and worksheets which will be
 Worksheets.
attached to the student exercise book.
 Theory work folder.
It will be checked for general completion within
 It will be checked for general completion within the
the lesson that it is due.
lesson that it is due.
Feedback will vary upon the task.
 Feedback will vary upon the task.
Teacher, peer or self-marking of question
 Teacher, peer or self-marking of question sheets.
sheets.
 Assessment tasks will have written feedback with
Assessment tasks will have written feedback
improvement tasks.
with improvement tasks.
 Assessment criteria underlined/highlighted
 FB – questions to complete and improve
 Prior learning – flip learning used in lesson
Tasks may have an increase in difficulty, with
 Tasks may have an increase in difficulty, with basic
basic tasks suitable for all and extension tasks
tasks suitable for all and extension tasks made
made explicit for more able students.
explicit for more able students.
 Supporting resources may be provided to assist in
Supporting resources may be provided to assist
more complex tasks.
in more complex tasks.
 Differentiation on sheets
 Challenge tasks could be included
 Levels included in HL

Subject: English

KS3
Generally, what are the
most common types of
activity students are
expected to do in your
subject area?

One of the key activities students will
undertake at KS3 are memory retention
activities. This includes students revising key
spellings, definitions, sentence starters in
preparation for assessment and classroom
use.
Home learning could also involve the preteaching of vocabulary, key skills (such as
analysis) and exam technique (e.g. how to
approach the question.
Students could also be given research based
tasks, where students research new
terminology and contextual information (e.g.
How women were treated in Jacobean
society).

What should teachers
expect to see students
produce as evidence of
explicit skills and
knowledge being
developed and improved?




Please comment on:
 Format/style of work
 Expected depth/detail
 Key content and
vocabulary included
 Presentational quality
Where will the completed
home learning be found?
How will home learning be
checked and feedback be
given?
What differentiation will
students and parents see
in order to stretch and
support students of
varying ability?








KS4
Similar to KS3, students will also develop
memory retention through revision of key
concepts, sentence starters and subject
terminology in preparation for GCSE exams, unit
assessments and classroom use.
Home learning could also involve the preteaching of vocabulary, key skills (such as
analysis) and exam technique (e.g. how to
approach the question. At KS4, students may
consolidate these skills with exam practice as
part of their home learning.
At this stage, students may also be expected to
redraft or improve assessments based on
feedback, or apply their feedback to a different
home learning task.

Robust, detailed and presentable revision notes
Use of revision and memory retention strategies imparted by department. This should be
evidenced through notes that will be shown to the teacher.
Though written work may be word processed at the discretion of the teacher, all home
learning much be handed in manually as hard copies.
Completed tasks should be detailed and evidence high levels of effort. We expect at least 1 A4
page of focused work per student.
Students should make a conscious and explicit effort to meet requirements of their target
grade in differentiated tasks. This will be made clear in the setting of the home learning tasks.
Students should also make a concerted effort to apply new vocabulary to their home learning
or to use advanced vocabulary and writing style to the best of their ability.

Stuck into revision books (class books), presentable and clearly marked as home learning.
Checked by teacher every time on the due date (often weekly). Students will be given more
detailed written feedback when relevant – for example, when they have redrafted an assessment.
Differentiated by target grade and type of
task – varied tasks and options of how to
produce revision materials
Will print for students with organisational
issues or SEND requirements

Differentiated by target grade and type of task –
varied tasks and options of how to produce
revision materials
Will print for students with organisational issues
or SEND requirements

Subject: Food Preparation and Nutrition

KS3

KS4

Researching information

Sourcing, selecting and printing text and pictures.
Completing assessment tasks from the following;
1. Researching information: Sourcing and selecting
suitable ingredients/dishes. Sourcing and writing
relevant, concise information on dietary group, life
stage or culinary tradition.
2. Sensory testing: A method of sensory testing of a food
product, evaluation of sensory testing.
3. Time plans: Accurate timings, method plan of chosen
dish, food safety points.
4. Evaluating: Reflecting on previous practical meal or
dish, explaining opinions and offering ways to improve.
Sensory testing may be included.
Answering questions on theory

Completing sheets that refer to lesson materials.

Answering questions relating to flipped learning topics.
Revision tasks

Writing keyword and meaning lists

Completing practice questions

Writing revision mind maps
- All work should be produced in the exercise book and
labelled as HL in the margin.
- Research assessment tasks should be in full sentences and
paragraphs. The research should be relevant and concise.
Pictures may be annotated as single words where
appropriate.
- Time plans should be completed on sheet provided or
completed in books using correct headings ( time, method,
food safely)
- Sensory testing should be completed on sheets given or
tables/graphs draw using a pencil. Analysis and evaluation
should be in paragraphs linking back to the results and
offering some improvements were necessary. Sub headings
should be included for clarity.
- Evaluation work should be written in full paragraphs,
reflecting and suggesting improvements making efforts to
explain the points that are made. Usually 1 A4 at least.
Sensory testing should be completed using a ruler.
- Questions should be copied out, stuck in or answers will
be in full sentences where appropriate. HL sheets will be
stuck into exercise books.

Researching information

Sourcing, selecting and printing text and pictures.
Completing assessment tasks
1. Time plans: accurate timings, method plan of chosen
dish, food safety points
2. Sensory testing and evaluating: Reason of choice, a
method of sensory testing, evaluation of sensory
testing, improvements.
3. Research: Sourcing and selecting suitable
ingredients/dishes. Sourcing and writing relevant,
concise information on dietary group, life stage or
culinary tradition.
4. Exam questions: Completing mock exam questions
Answering questions on theory

Completing sheets that refer to lesson materials.

Answering questions relating to flipped learning
topics.
Revision tasks

Writing keyword and meaning lists

Writing revision mind maps

Completing practice questions
- All written work should be produced in the exercise
book and labelled as HL in the margin. All sheets or
printed work should be placed into folder.
- Research assessment tasks should be in full sentences
and paragraphs. The research should be relevant and
concise. Pictures may be annotated as single words where
appropriate.
- Sensory testing should be completed on sheets given or
written in books with tables/graphs drawn using a ruler
and pencil. Analysis and evaluation should be in
paragraphs linking back to the results and have included
improvements. Sub headings should be included for
clarity.
- Time plans should be completed on sheet provided or
completed in books using correct headings ( time, method,
food safely, dovetailing)
- Exam questions or question sheets should be completed
on the sheet provided or written in full sentences were
appropriate.
- More depth and detailed answers explaining why.
- Knowledge of keywords linked to relevant topic.

Where will the
completed home
learning be
found?
How will home
learning be
checked and
feedback be
given?

 In the student exercise book labelled with Home learning.
 Printed sheets and worksheets which will be attached to
the student exercise book.

 In their Home learning booklets using the worksheets
provided or any extra sheets or printed sheets will be
placed into their folder.

 It will be checked for general completion within the lesson
that it is due.
 Feedback will vary upon the task.
 Teacher, peer or self-marking of question sheets.
 Assessment tasks will have written feedback with
improvement tasks.

What
differentiation
will students and
parents see in
order to stretch
and support
students of
varying ability?

 Tasks may have an increase in difficulty, with basic tasks
suitable for all and extension tasks made explicit for more
able students.
 Supporting resources may be provided to assist in more
complex tasks.

 It will be checked for general completion within the
lesson that it is due.
 Feedback will vary upon the task.
 Teacher, peer or self-marking of question sheets.
 Assessment tasks will have written feedback with
improvement tasks.
 Assessment criteria underlined/highlighted
 FB – questions to complete and improve
 Prior learning – flip learning used in lesson
 Differentiated home learning booklets. One suitable for
all with differentiation explanation where necessary and
a challenge home learning booklet where each home
learning task has extension tasks to challenge.
 Additional supporting resources may be provided to
assist in more complex tasks.

Generally, what
are the most
common types of
activity students
are expected to
do in your subject
area?

What should
teachers expect to
see students
produce as
evidence of explicit
skills and
knowledge being
developed and
improved?
Please comment
on:
 Format/style of
work
 Expected
depth/detail
 Key content and
vocabulary
included
 Presentational
quality

Subject: Humanities

KS3
Generally, what are the
most common types of
activity students are
expected to do in your
subject area?

KS4

- Directed research/flipped learning
- Directed research/flipped learning
- Processing in order to demonstrate
- Processing in order to demonstrate
consolidation and understanding of the
consolidation and understanding of the
learning by completing a task
learning by completing a task
- Revision
- Exam preparation and questions
- Extended writing such as explanation,
- Learn key words/topics
opinion, evaluation, description
What should teachers
- Varies depending on type of work – e.g.
- Varies depending on type of work – e.g. exam
expect to see students
exam answers, revision page to distil their
answers, revision page to distil their ideas
produce as evidence of
ideas and will memorise using a range of
and will memorise using a range of
explicit skills and
techniques such as colour, layout, etc.,
techniques such as colour, layout, etc.,
knowledge being
research highlighted to use in the lesson
research highlighted to use in the lesson or as
developed and improved?
or as structured home learning, etc.
structured home learning, etc.
- Depth and detail will vary depending on
- Depth and detail will vary depending on task
Please comment on:
task e.g. exam questions may be more
e.g. exam questions may be more detailed
detailed than research. Students may be
than research. Students may be given
 Format/style of work
given support such as models, mark
support such as models, mark schemes,
 Expected depth/detail
schemes,
instructions,
etc.
in
order
to
set
instructions, etc. in order to set clear
 Key content and
clear
expectations.
expectations.
vocabulary included
Key
content
and
vocabulary
should
be
Key content and vocabulary should be
 Presentational quality
included as appropriate.
included as appropriate.
- High quality presentation will be
- High quality presentation will be expected.
expected.
Where will the completed  Home learning will be found in books as part  Home learning will be found in books/files as
home learning be found?
of the sequence of learning. It will be
part of the sequence of learning. It will be
labelled as such.
labelled as such.
 Flipped learning may be incorporated into
 Flipped learning may be incorporated into the
the lesson.
lesson.
 Home learning may be found in exam work
books.
How will home learning be  A visual check of home learning will be made  A visual check of home learning will be made at
checked and feedback be
at some point during the lesson. Verbal
some point during the lesson. Verbal feedback
given?
feedback may be given at that time. The
may be given at that time. The check will be to
check will be to confirm that the work has
confirm that the work has been completed and
been completed and that there is enough
that there is enough quantity.
quantity.
 Every piece of home learning will not be quality
marked but will be acknowledged. There may be
 Every piece of home learning will not be
quality marked but will be acknowledged.
opportunities for peer or self-review, in line with
There may be opportunities for peer or selffeedback policy. The number of pieces to be
review, in line with feedback policy. The
quality marked is set out in the feedback policy
number of pieces to be quality marked is set
and schemes of work.
out in the feedback policy and schemes of
work.
What differentiation will  Differentiation by outcome for some tasks.
 Differentiation by outcome for some tasks.
students and parents see
Others will be differentiated in line with
Others will be differentiated in line with
in order to stretch and
individual department schemes of work.
individual department schemes of work.
support students of
 Differentiation will be based on target
 Differentiation will be based on target grades. It
varying ability?
grades. It will include a range of tasks to
will include a range of tasks to challenge the
challenge the more able and to support and
more able and to support and challenge the less
challenge the less able, in line with individual
able, in line with individual department schemes
department schemes of work.
of work.
 Some pieces of home learning will not be
differentiated in preparation for the exam
requirements e.g. exam papers will not be
differentiated.

Subject: Maths

KS3

KS4

Generally, what are the
most common types of
activity students are
expected to do in your
subject area?

Hegartymaths.com
Tasks set by teacher online
Expected to watch a video and take
notes in exercise book
Feedback sheets with questions for
improvements after completion of a unit
assessment. Students are expected to watch
the video on hegartymaths.com first to gain
understanding of the topic.
Worksheets as set out by the Maths teacher

Hegartymaths.com
Tasks set by teacher
Expected to watch a video and take
notes in exercise book
Feedback sheets after completion of a unit
assessment
Worksheets or GCSE past papers

What should teachers
expect to see students
produce as evidence of
explicit skills and
knowledge being
developed and improved?

Clear working out
Quizzes and tasks submitted on
hegartymaths.com
Detailed notes from videos seen in exercise
books
Comments on hegartymaths.com

Clear working out
Quizzes and tasks submitted on
hegartymaths.com
Detailed notes from videos seen in exercise
books
Comments on hegartymaths.com

Hegartymaths.com

Hegartymaths.com

In exercise books clearly labelled with ‘HWK’

In exercise books

Hegartymaths.com – tasks are immediately
marked when submitted and
students/teachers can leave comments

Hegartymaths.com – tasks are immediately
marked when submitted and students/teachers
can leave comments

Feedback sheets given in class after
completion of an assessment

Feedback sheets given in class after completion
of an assessment

Personalised tasks set on hegartymaths.com

Personalised tasks set on hegartymaths.com

Please comment on:
 Format/style of work
 Expected depth/detail
 Key content and
vocabulary included
 Presentational quality
Where will the completed
home learning be found?

How will home learning be
checked and feedback be
given?

What differentiation will
students and parents see
in order to stretch and
support students of
varying ability?

Subject: MFL

KS3
Generally, what are the most
common types of activity
students are expected to do
in your subject area?

What should teachers expect
to see students produce as
evidence of explicit skills and
knowledge being developed
and improved?
Please comment on:
 Format/style of work
 Expected depth/detail
 Key content and
vocabulary included
 Presentational quality

Where will the completed
home learning be found?

How will home learning be
checked and feedback be
given?

What differentiation will
students and parents see in
order to stretch and support
students of varying ability?

-

Learning vocabulary, sometimes using
Memrise or Quizlet or by creating
flashcards/revision pages
- Writing a short paragraph to demonstrate
understanding of the vocabulary/phrases/key
grammatical structures from the lessons
- Reading comprehension with true/false, find
this tense/word or questions to answer
- Translation of sentences or paragraphs
 Work should be written in exercise books or
done on the worksheet unless a specific
poster/PowerPoint/other method has been set.
Home learning is labelled with ‘Deberes’ or
‘Devoirs’.
 Home learning might be set to consolidate class
learning or to pre-teach key vocabulary. This
might include:
- Translating phrases testing a specific
grammatical structure or using a variety of
vocabulary seen in class
-Creating visual representations of language e.g.
with images/mind maps/colour coding gender of
words
- Writing paragraphs using success criteria e.g.
using imperfect tense, including references to
third person, demonstrating a variety of
vocabulary
- Watching/listening to short extracts in the
target language and completing comprehension
activities.
 Sentences should be extended as appropriate
for the Year group and ability level. In written
pieces, a guide to an approximate word limit is
given as a guide.
 Students are expected to use a variety of
vocabulary and increasingly, a range of tenses
 A high standard of presentation is expected

In most cases, in the student’s exercise book,
labelled with ‘Devoirs’/ ’Deberes’. Excellent work
might be displayed on the classroom wall as an
example to others. Vocabulary tests are found in
the back of the book.
- Short vocabulary or grammar learning exercises
will be checked in class tests in the back of books
- Reading comprehension will be marked by a peer
- Teacher feedback will be provided on longer
written tasks that will recognise positive
effort/achievement and targets will be set for
improvement. These targets might be set using a
numbered code or fully written.
- Written pieces will sometimes be peer marked
using a success criteria or WWW/EBI.
- Fewer words might be given for vocabulary
learning tasks
- Worksheets might be wholly different or include
different pathways/options
- More support will be provided for written tasks
e.g. a support sheet of sentence starters or a gap
fill text

KS4
-

Learning vocabulary, sometimes using Memrise or
Quizlet
Writing a paragraph or exam style essay
Reading comprehension
Exam style translation
Preparation of speaking exam questions

 Work should be written in exercise books or done on
the worksheet unless a specific
poster/PowerPoint/other method has been set.
Home learning is labelled with ‘Deberes’ or ‘Devoirs’
 Home learning might be set to consolidate class
learning or to pre-teach key vocabulary. This might
include:
- Translating phrases testing a specific grammatical
structure or using a variety of vocabulary seen in
class
-Creating visual representations of language e.g.
with images/mind maps/colour coding gender of
words
- Writing paragraphs using success criteria e.g. using
imperfect tense, including references to third
person, demonstrating a variety of vocabulary
- Watching/listening to short extracts in the target
language and completing comprehension activities.
 Students might be set tasks on Pearson Active learn
to hone their reading/listening and vocabulary skills.
The website automatically marks the activities and
sends a re4port to the teacher.
 Sentences should always be extended e.g. who,
what, where, why, when. In essays, a guide to an
approximate word limit is given as a guide.
 Students are expected to incorporate a wide variety
of vocabulary and grammatical structures and a
wide range of tenses
 A high standard of presentation is expected

In most cases, in the student’s exercise book, labelled
with ‘Devoirs’/ ’Deberes’.
Vocabulary tests are in the back of the book.
Excellent work might be displayed on the classroom
wall as an example to others.
- Short vocabulary or grammar learning exercises will
be checked in class tests in the back of books
- Reading comprehension will be marked by a peer
- Teacher feedback will be provided on longer written
tasks that will recognise positive effort/achievement
and targets will be set for improvement. These targets
might be set using a numbered code or fully written.
- Written pieces will sometimes be peer marked using a
success criteria or WWW/EBI.
- Worksheets might be wholly different or include
different pathways/options
- More support will be provided for written tasks e.g. a
support sheet of sentence starters or a gap fill text
- Foundation/higher level tasks will be set
- Foundation/higher level exam papers will be set

Subject: Music

KS3
Generally, what are the
most common types of
activity students are
expected to do in your
subject area?





Learning and embedding key
vocabulary or music theory
Listening questions based on the
learning in lessons
Practising/rehearsing for a
performance

KS4









What should teachers
expect to see students
produce as evidence of
explicit skills and
knowledge being
developed and improved?
Please comment on:
 Format/style of work
 Expected depth/detail
 Key content and
vocabulary included
 Presentational quality
Where will the completed
home learning be found?





A well prepared performance
completed in the lesson
Online completion of a test
Use of accurate key musical
vocabulary that will be tested the
following lesson and within listening
tests throughout the year.






Researching musical styles and
composers and artists
Learning and embedding key musical
vocabulary
Defining musical elements and devices
Planning and completing exam style
questions
Practising for a performance (solo or
ensemble)
Composing and completing a
composition log
Listening to musical examples and
answering questions
Completing online aural tests such as
recognising keys, chords, cadences,
instruments and rhythmic/pitch
notation.
A well prepared performance completed
in the lesson
Online completion of a test
Use of accurate key musical vocabulary.



Completed on A4 lined paper with title,
date and neat presentation.
Handwritten or word processed





Online
In their class music book
On a worksheet in student folders







In folders
Online
On a worksheet/log
On a recording
On Logic software

How will home learning be
checked and feedback be
given?







Self marking against criteria
Peer marking and feedback
Online instant marks
Verbal feedback
Written feedback







Self marking against criteria
Peer marking and feedback
Online instant marks
Verbal feedback
Written feedback

What differentiation will
students and parents see
in order to stretch and
support students of
varying ability?




Variety of question styles
Extension questions (analysis and
application)
Individualised performance task




Variety of question styles
Extension questions (analysis and
application)
Individualised performance task
Individualised composition task
Levelled questions
Structured writing tasks with mark
allocations indicated








Subject: PE and Dance

KS3
Generally, what are the
most common types of
activity students are
expected to do in your
subject area?

-

KS4

-

Research
Learning vocabulary
Definitions
Exam style questions
Consolidating and
practising/rehearsing skills
Long answer questions planning and
writing
Crosswords
Multiple choice sheets
Self-assessing against a mark scheme
Worksheets
Flipped learning tasks
Structured coursework
Modelled answers
Past papers
Revision tasks

Electronic SAM learning
Projects – electronic or hand
written
Date, title and headings
underlined
Use of key topic vocabulary and
used in SAM learning tasks.
Use of correct terminology

-

Complete on appropriate paper
Electronic or hand written
Date, title and headings underlined
Mind maps
Use of key topic vocabulary
Use of correct terminology

Digital evidence on SAM learning
and in teacher files.
Projects in plastic wallets
Self marking against criteria SAM
Learning
Feedback sheets - projects
Verbal feedback
Peer marking
Differentiated questions

-

In folders
Digital evidence

-

Self marking against criteria
Feedback sheets
Verbal feedback
Peer marking

-

Levelled questions
Structured writing tasks with mark
allocations indicated.

SAM Learning tasks
Projects
Practical Challenges

-

What should teachers
expect to see students
produce as evidence of
explicit skills and
knowledge being
developed and
improved?
Please comment on:
 Format/style of work
 Expected depth/detail
 Key content and
vocabulary included
 Presentational quality
Where will the
completed home
learning be found?
How will home learning
be checked and
feedback be given?

What differentiation
will students and
parents see in order to
stretch and support
students of varying
ability?

-

-

Subject: Science

KS3
Generally, what are the
most common types of
activity students are
expected to do in your
subject area?

-

What should teachers
expect to see students
produce as evidence of
explicit skills and
knowledge being
developed and improved?

-

-

Please comment on:
 Format/style of work
 Expected depth/detail
 Key content and
vocabulary included
 Presentational quality

-

KS4

Research
Worksheets
Graphing
Model making
Revision activities: mind
maps/revision cards
SAM learning

-

Workbooks
Exam questions
SAM learning
Research tasks
Revision activities

Work produced should be complete;
all parts of questions or tasks should
be attempted to the best of ability.
Students should use their books and
other sources such as BBC Bitesize to
look up answers if they are not sure.
Research and revision tasks can be
completed on the computer but
should be a student’s own work and
not cut and paste.
Key scientific ideas and words should
be used within all types of work.
Work should be neatly presented
and any sheets stuck into books.
Scrappy and incomplete work will
not be accepted.

-

Work produced should be complete; all
parts of questions or tasks should be
attempted to the best of ability.
Student should use their notes or
revision guides to look up answers.
Research and revision can be completed
on the computer but should be a
student’s own work and not cut and
paste.
Key scientific ideas and words should be
used within all types of work.
Work should be neatly presented and
any sheets stuck into books.
Scrappy and incomplete work will not be
accepted.
SAM learning tasks should have a
minimum 75% accuracy.

-

-

Where will the completed
home learning be found?

-

In books marked HWK
Revision resources
Online

-

AQA homework Workbooks
In books marked HWK
Online

How will home learning be
checked and feedback be
given?

-

Completion checked on due date
Self/ peer assessment completed
using mark scheme.
Reviewed by class teacher when
books are marked, key scientific
ideas checked.
Completion of revision resources.

-

Completion checked on due date
Self/ peer assessment completed using
mark scheme.
Reviewed by class teacher when books
are marked, key scientific ideas checked.
Completion of revision resources.

Foundation versions of worksheets
or help sheets available.
Different question sheets to stretch
the most able.

-

-

What differentiation will
students and parents see
in order to stretch and
support students of
varying ability?

-

-

-

Different versions of exam questions for
H/F students.
Different questions for H/F students in
workbooks.
Different content in the H/F courses for
revision tasks.

